Abstract: This paper addresses state-space realizations for nonlinear adjoint operators. In particular the relationship among nonlinear Hilbert adjoint operators, Hamiltonian extensions and port-controlled Hamiltonian systems are clarified. The characterization of controllability, observability and Hankel operators, and controllability and observability functions will be derived based on it. Furthermore a duality between the controllability and observability functions will be proven. The statespace realizations of such operators provide new insights to nonlinear control systems theory.
INTRODUCTION
Adjoint operators play an important role in the linear control systems theory. They provide duality between inputs and outputs of linear systems. The properties with respect to input, e.g. controllability and stabilizability issues, of linear systems directly reduce to the dual results with respect to output, observability and detectability issues. Let us consider a linear operator (transfer function) Σ(s) : E → F with Hilbert spaces E and F . Then its adjoint operator Σ ′ (s) : F ′ → E ′ is isomorphic to Σ T (−s) : F → E. Thus the adjoint can be easily described by a state-space realization if the operator Σ(s) has a finite dimensional statespace realization. The objective of this paper is to provide the nonlinear extension of such adjoint operators.
Nonlinear adjoint operators can be found in the mathematics literature, e.g. (Batt, 1970) , and they are expected to play a similar role in the nonlinear control systems theory. So called nonlinear Hilbert adjoint operators are introduced in (Gray and Scherpen, 1998; Scherpen and Gray, 1999) as a special class of nonlinear adjoint operators. The definition of them is as follows: The nonlinear Hilbert adjoint of Σ : E → F with Hilbert spaces E and F is an operator Σ * : F × E → E such that Σ(u), y F = u, Σ * (y, u) E
holds for ∀u ∈ E, ∀y ∈ F . The existence of such operators in input-output sense was shown in but their state-space realizations are not available so far.
On the other hand, Hamiltonian extensions (Crouch and van der Schaft, 1987) are used to characterize state-space adjoints of nonlinear control systems. In (Scherpen and van der Schaft, 1994; Ball and van der Schaft, 1996) Hamiltonian extensions are used extensively as the realizations of adjoint operators to characterize norm preserving properties. Indeed in the linear case the Hamiltonian extension of a given system is the Hilbert adjoint system. However, in the nonlinear case, this is not such a straightforward issue.
In this paper we give the state-space realization of nonlinear Hilbert adjoint operators. Firstly we show some relationship between the nonlinear Hilbert adjoint operators and Hamiltonian extensions but this does not give a complete characterization of adjoint operators. Secondly we derive a more complete characterization of the state-space realizations of nonlinear Hilbert adjoint operators which have the form of port-controlled Hamiltonian systems (Maschke and van der Schaft, 1992) . The state-space realizations of such operators provide a characterization of the observability functions, controllability functions and Hankel operators which supplies a set of similarity invariants related to input-state and state-output behaviours of nonlinear systems (Scherpen, 1993; Gray and Scherpen, 1998; Scherpen and Gray, 1999) . Hence it is expected that the adjoint operators in this paper will extend the existing results on the realization theory for nonlinear control systems a bit further. Furthermore we show a duality between the observability and controllability functions.
LINEAR SYSTEMS AS A PARADIGM
This section gives some examples of linear adjoint operators which play an important role in the linear systems theory, see e.g. (Zhou et al., 1996) . We present them here in a way that clarifies the line of thinking in the nonlinear case. Consider a causal linear input-output system Σ :
where x(0) = 0. The Laplace transformation gives its transfer function matrix
Its adjoint operator is isomorphic to Σ
with a state-space realization
where x(∞) = 0. Here u a and y a have the same dimensions as y and u respectively. It satisfies the definition for Hilbert adjoint operators, namely,
Since u a has the same dimension as y we can calculate the magnitude of operators as
by substituting u a = Σ(u). This relation can be utilized to derive the singular values of the corresponding input-output map.
The above representation is for general linear systems on L 2 . We can relate it to the observability and controllability operators. They are given by
Note that these operators O and C are also operators on Hilbert spaces, hence their adjoint operators are given by
It can be easily checked that they satisfy
These adjoint operators can be used to calculate the observability and controllability Gramians:
These imply Q = O * • O and P = C * * • C * .
STATE-SPACE REALIZATION OF NONLINEAR ADJOINT OPERATORS
This section is devoted to the state-space characterization of nonlinear Hilbert adjoint operators. We will show some relationship between nonlinear Hilbert adjoint operators and Hamiltonian extensions in section 3.1 and give the state-space realization of adjoint operators based on portcontrolled Hamiltonian systems in section 3.2.
Adjoint operators and Hamiltonian extensions
This subsection shows the relationship between nonlinear Hilbert adjoint operators and Hamiltonian extensions. Let us consider an input-output system Σ :
Here we assume the origin is an equilibrium, i.e. f(0, 0) = 0 and h(0, 0) = 0 hold and that all signals and functions are sufficiently smooth.
The Hamiltonian extension of Σ is given by a Hamiltonian control system (Crouch and van der Schaft, 1987 )
We now prove some properties of this system which are related to nonlinear Hilbert adjoint operators.
Proposition 1 Consider the Hamiltonian extension (16) of Σ as in (15). Define scalar functions H 1 , H 2 and H 3 as
Proof. Equation (21) 
Hence the time derivative of the other functions are obtained by
This proves the proposition. 
holds. However we cannot obtain the nonlinear Hilbert adjoint Σ * itself directly from Hamiltonian extensions.
The equation (22) describes an intrinsic property of Hamiltonian extensions. The mapping u a → y a is the nonlinear Hilbert adjoint of the variational mappingu →ẏ of the original mapping u → y and this corresponds to the original definition of Hamiltonian extensions (Crouch and van der Schaft, 1987) .
Furthermore the property (23) shows that the mapping of the original system u → y corresponds to the adjoint of the variational mapu a →ẏ a .
Property (24) corresponds to the so called energy balancing property of physical Hamiltonian control systems (Crouch and van der Schaft, 1987) .
Also the relation (23) can be utilized to obtain a state-space realization of the nonlinear Hilbert adjoint of input-affine nonlinear systems. Details about this formulation are omitted for the reason of space. This state-space realization has a (2n + m)-dimensional state and it corresponds to
in the linear case.
Adjoint operators and port-controlled Hamiltonian systems
Hamiltonian extensions have some relationships with nonlinear adjoint operators but their complete state-space characterization is not obtained. This section will give a more general state-space formulation based on port-controlled Hamiltonian systems (Maschke and van der Schaft, 1992) .
Let us consider a possibly time-varying system Σ :
Here we assume the origin is an equilibrium, i.e.
f(0, 0, t) = 0 and h(0, 0, t) = 0 hold for ∀t ∈ R.
This system can be regarded as an operatorΣ :
Note that R n × L m 2 (Ω) is a Hilbert space with the inner product (
(Ω) . The following proposition gives a state-space realization of the nonlinear Hilbert adjoint ofΣ. (33) 
Here A(x, u, t) ∈ R n×n , B(x, u, t) ∈ R n×m , C(x, u, t) ∈ R r×n and D(x, u, t) ∈ R r×m are appropriate matrices such that f(x, u, t) = A(x, u, t) x + B(x, u, t) u (39) h(x, u, t) = C(x, u, t) x + D(x, u, t) u (40) hold. Suppose that
Then the mapping (x 0 , p 1 , u, u a ) → (p 0 , y a ) corresponding to the state-space realization (34) is a state-space realization of the nonlinear Hilbert
By direct calculation the port-controlled Hamiltonian system (34) reduces down to HΣ :
with x(t 0 ) = x 0 and p(t 1 ) = p 1 as "initial" conditions. The mapping (x 0 , p 1 , u, u a ) → (p 0 , y a ) is a state-space realization of the nonlinear Hilbert adjoint operatorΣ * . Since the assumption (41) can be regarded as a stability requirement for the x-subsystem and an anti-stability requirement for the p-subsystem, then, as in the linear case, (41) it is always satisfied locally when Ω is finite or when the given system Σ in (32) with u = 0 is locally exponentially stable at least.
Proof of Proposition 2. The property of (timevarying) port-controlled Hamiltonian systems (see e.g. (Fujimoto and Sugie, 1998) 
This reduces to
holds. Substituting (
) yields the definition of nonlinear Hilbert adjoint operators
. (44) This proves the proposition.
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This result provides a useful tool to analyze the properties of nonlinear input-output systems with state-space realizations. It should be noted that the characterization given here uses a coordinate dependent expression because we employ the inner product on R n which is intrinsically coordinate dependent. However, it may be argued that it provides very natural state-space realizations of adjoint operators because it only requires rather mild assumptions indeed. 
The results presented in this section are useful for obtaining state-space characterizations of adjoints of some characteristic operators appearing in nonlinear realization theory. This matter is the topic of the next section.
ENERGY FUNCTIONS AND OPERATORS

Observability, controllability and Hankel operators
This section gives the state-space realizations for nonlinear Hilbert adjoint of some energy functions and operators. We only consider a causal L 2 -stable time invariant input-affine nonlinear system without direct feed-through in the form of
defined on the time interval Ω := (−∞, ∞).
Let us consider the observability and controllabil-
u → x 1 = C(u) :
These operators are originally defined (Gray and Scherpen, 1998) by using Chen-Fliess expansions for analytic nonlinear systems, see e.g. (Fliess, 1974; Isidori, 1995) . These are natural generalizations of the linear operators (7) and (8). Furthermore the Hankel operator (Gray and Scherpen, 1998; Scherpen and Gray, 1999) 
Here
with Ω − := (−∞, 0] denotes the so called flipping operator defined by
The state-space realizations of the nonlinear Hilbert adjoint operators of O, C and H are given by the following proposition.
Proposition 3 Consider the operator Σ as in (45). Suppose that the assumption (41) in Proposition 2 holds for the relevant port-controlled Hamiltonian system (34). Then state-space re-
(u a , u) → y a = H * (u a , u) :
respectively with matrices A(x) ∈ R n×n and
(Ω + ) denotes another flipping operator defined by
The proofs of Proposition 3 and 4 are omitted for the reason of space. It is expected that the state-space characterization of O * , C * and H * will provide further developments in the realization theory of nonlinear control systems.
Observability and controllability functions
In this subsection some relationship between the observability and controllability functions, operators and Gramians are developed.
Definition The observability function L o (x) and the controllability function L c (x) of Σ as in (45) are defined by
respectively.
These functions are closely related to observability and controllability operators and Gramians in the linear case (13) and (14). At first we present the relation between the observability function, operator and Gramian. 
holds. The state-space realization of C † can be easily obtained and L c (x) can be calculated in a similar way as L o (x). This relation is slightly different from the linear case (14), since here we deal with the "inverse" of the controllability Gramian. The correspondence with the linear case can however be explored in terms of duality as follows.
